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About this tutorial



I decided to write this tutorial concerning Dynamic Partial Reconguration (DPR) during my semester project at Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. To achieve that, I needed the dynamic partial reconguration, but I spent almost 4 weeks only to understand how it works. I hope to avoid you wasting a lot of time by providing this tutorial. I wrote it for Xilinx ISE 6.3i and a Spartan2 (xc2s200-pq208). If you use another version of ISE or another FPGA, you should expect to look for solutions to some problems that are not described in this tutorial. Indeed, even though Xilinx tries to provide a good ascending compatibility, you'll quickly notice that each version has its characteristics, that make the behaviour of the ISE very chaotic. Moreover, I advise you to respect the methodology described both in this tutorial and in the Xilinx Application Note concerning Dynamic Partial Reconguration [3]. Moreover, you should use a precise directory structure that we will detail later if you want to avoid to get completely lost with a incredible amount of dierent les that get often the same name and are likely to be crushed. Generally speaking, you should stay rigorous, especially if you are a beginner in the matter. Without rigour and preciseness, your design will likely not work at all.



1.1 Prerequisites This tutorial is intended for complete beginners in dynamic partial reconguration and modular FPGA design, but it requires some basics about FPGA. Moreover, we will consider VHDL as known and we won't provide any explanations about VHDL code, except it directly concerns modular design. We 1



think that it isn't useful since VHDL is a well-documented language through books, tutorials or web pages.
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Overview of our problem



The most important disadvantage of hardware solutions is often their lack of exibility, while reliability and performance make them very attractive. Dynamic partial reconguration is going to make hardware more exible by giving a FPGA the capability to modify its internal structure on the y, without having to turn o. Moreover, the modular design ow allows several design engineers to work on dierent modules of a design independently and then to merge them into one FPGA design. We will use modular design in order to achieve dynamic partial reconguration and this tutorial will mainly focus on this task. A module is a physical-bounded part of the FPGA. Indeed, no signal can belong to two dierent modules, that use a bus macro in order to communicate with each other. During your project, you will surely meet several problems that I listed by trying to achieve my own project. Therefore, I advice you to pay attention to each details of this tutorial since each imprecision, even the smallest, could lead to an unlisted issue.



2.1 Modular design ow overview A modular design ow consists of the following basic steps : 1. Design of each module (VHDL or Verilog) 2. Synthesis of each module 3. Peforming the initial budgeting of the top level 4. Implementation of each individual module 5. Assembly of the entire design We provide a schematic of this design ow (gure 1).



2.2 Directory structure It is highly recommended to follow the recommendations concerning the directory structure of the project since it is one of the key elements to a successful modular design. The gure 2 gives an example of such a structure. In the synthesis folder, we can nd a directory for each module and a particular directory dedicated to the top level design. All theses directories have to contain the design les (.vhd and .v) and all the les generated by the synthesis tool. Don't be afraid if you get dierent les formats than 2



Figure 1: Modular design ow schematic



Figure 2: Directory structure used for a modular design project.
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in this tutorial, because they depend on the synthesis tool. For instance, LeonardoSpectrum generates .edn les while XST generates .ngc les. In the end, you'll basically get the same result.



2.3 Files format This section provides a list of the useful le that you will have to handle during your partial recongurable design. For any further information, please report to [2].



.vhd VHDL or Verilog design le. This design le will serve as input for a synthesis tool like Xilinx XST or LeonardoSpectrum.



.ngc XST Netlist. This le is the result of a synthesis using XST. .edn EDIF Netlist. This le is the result of a synthesis using LeonardoSpectrum by default.



.edf EDIF Netlist. This le is the result of a synthesis using another tool. .ngd Design le. This binary le contains a logical description of the design in terms of both its original components and hierarchy and the NGD primitives to which the design is reduced.



.pcf Physical Constraints File. An ASCII text le containing the constraints



specied during design entry expressed in terms of physical elements. The physical constraints in the PCF le are expressed in Xilinx’s constraint language.



.ncd Native Circuit Description. A physical description of the design in terms of the components in the target Xilinx device.



.par PAR report including summary information of all placement and routing iterations.



.pad A le containing I/O pin assignements in a parsable database format. .bit A binary le that contains proprietary header information as well as



conguration data. Meant for input to other Xilinx tools, such as PROMGen and iMPACT.



.msk A binary le that contains the same conguration commands as a .bit le, but has mask data where the conguration data is. It is used for verication purpose. This le should NOT be used to congure the device.
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Figure 3: A basic schematic of the design.
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The tutorial



3.1 Description of the design The design that will be used in this tutorial is very simple. It is a 8-bits recongurable counter consisting of two modules : 1. A register keeping the value between two clock events. This module is called myRegister. 2. An 8-bits adder providing the new value to the register. This module is called incrementer and exists in two versions since it is recongurable. The rst one is an adder while the second one is a subtracter. We added two identical modules providing an interface that merges two bus macros. These modules are useful since the Xilinx bus macro are limited to 4 bits. As you will learn later, the bus macros are unidirectional and therefore these modules are either left-to-right or right-to-left oriented. The gure 3 provides a basic schematic of this design while the gure 4 shows what you should get from LeonardoSpectrum. You can get the complete VHDL source of this design here : http://ic2.ep.ch/∼gmermoud/DPRtutorial.zip



3.2 Synthesis A correct design is one of the key elements to a successful partial reconguration. Therefore, you should pay a particular attention to this step, especially 5



Figure 4: RTL Schematics of our design provided by LeonardoSpectrum.



if your design is large. I particularly advise you to create one dierent project per module, the top level included. Thus, in our particular case, you should create 4 projects: myRegister, incrementer, incrementer2 and top, that is the top level design containing all the other modules. Please note that the following steps (1 to 8) are already done if you use the source provided with this tutorial, but I still describe them for being exhaustive. Thus you should only have to open each project with the Xilinx ISE Project Navigator by double-clicking the .npl les. 1. Launch the Xilinx ISE Project Navigator. This application allows you to launch all the processes of a typical FPGA programming ow through a graphical user interface. Unfortunately, the Modular Design ow is not completely supported by this application. 2. Launch the wizard for creating a new project (File > New Project). 3. Enter a name for your project, e.g. top. Choose the project location, e.g. synthesis/top. Set the Top-Level Module Type to HDL and click on Next. 4. Then, select the device and the design ow for the project, as that shown in gure 5. Then, click on Next. 5. You can now choose a new source for your design, but since this tutorial already provides design les, simply click again on Next. 6. The following window allows you to add existing sources to your project. Simply click on Add source and select the top.vhd le. Then, click on Next. 6



Figure 5: Device and Design Flow for a new project.



7. A summary of your choices is displayed. Click on Finish and your project is created. 8. Repeat this procedure for each module. Now, we are going to describe each part of the design more in details and explain how to achieve the synthesis of each of them. First, we are going to deal with the top level.



3.2.1 Top level design First, you may have a look to top.vhd that is the VHDL design le of the top level. In our case, the top level design includes 7 input and only one 8-bits output that provides the result stored in myRegister. We will describe the role of oneL, oneR, zeroL and zeroR in the section devoted to the bus macro. Each recongurable module has to be declared as a component that will be considered as a black box. Thus, sources must not be provided in the /top directory. On the other hand, the module bm8 is also declared as component, but you have to provide its source in the /top directory since we do not want it to be a black box.
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About bus macro during design step



Two modules need a bus macro to communicate. The current implementation of the bus macro uses eight 3-state buers (TBUFs) hooked up in an arrangement that allows one bit of information to travel either left-to-right or right-to-left, using one TBUF longline per bit. A bus macro has 5 I/Os : LI and RI are the left and resp. right 4-bits input buses, O is the 4-bits output bus and LT and RT are the left and resp. right 4-bits conguration buses that set up the direction for each wire of the bus macro. Of course, LT and RT have to be opposite for the same bit : if it is not the case, a short-circuit may occur. For example, if you want the bus macro to provide right-to-left communication for bit 0, you have to set LT(0) to 1 and RT(0) to 0. Then, connect your emitting module to RI(0) and your receiving module to O(0). In this tutorial, I use external pins and make each control signal pass through the adequate module. For example, in our case, LT passes through incrementer since this module is located on the left of the bus macro. But it is also possible to connect LT and RT to LUTs delivering constant values.



Once you have nished your top level design, you can launch the synthesis by using either XST or LeonardoSpectrum without special conguration. Right-click on Synthesis and select Run. When nished, you should have a netlist for the controller module (top.edn by using LeonardoSpectrum or top.ngc by using XST) in synthesis/top.



3.2.2 The recongurable modules Concerning the recongurable modules, you have to respect the entity of the module declared in the top level. The VHDL design les used in this example are incrementer/incrementer.vhd, incrementer2/incrementer.vhd and myRegister.vhd. There is two incrementer module versions since we want to recongure it. Nevertheless, the preliminary design will use incrementer/incrementer.vhd. Moreover, you have to uncheck the Add I/O Buers box on the Xilinx Specic Options tab in the Process Properties window of the Synthesis process in the Project Navigator (gure 6). Launch the synthesis for each recongurable modules as explained before.



3.3 Initial budgeting The goal of the initial budgeting phase is to assign top level constraints to the design. This includes assigning area constraints to the module and especially to the bus macro. For this part of the design, we want to copy the top-level netlist (.edf, .edn or .ngc) to a working directory. 1. Copy the top-level netlist (.edn, .edf or .ngc) from synthesis/top to implementation/top_level_initial



2. Copy the bus macro provided by this tutorial from implementation/macros to implementation/top_level_initial and implementation/top_level_nal. 8



Figure 6: Module synthesis properties



We do not use the bus macros provided by Xilinx since they use another bus delimiter than those used by LeonardoSpectrum. If you use XST, you can congure the type of bus delimiter in the synthesis process options in the ISE. For any further information, please report to the FAQ located in the end of this tutorial. If you use another FPGA than Spartan2, you can still get the original Xilinx bus macro les in the .zip provided with [3] at this adress : http://www.xilinx.com/bvdocs/appnotes/xapp290.zip



3. As mentioned before, the Modular Design ow is run via the command line interface. So launch a command prompt and change to the implementation/top_level_initial directory. 4. Before we can assign area constraints, the design must be turned into a format accessible to the Xilinx tools that can help us. This can be accomplished by using ngdbuild : ngdbuild -modular initial top.edn



Do not worry if there is some warnings about unexpanded modules since the recongurable modules are not included yet in the top level directory. 5. Now we can apply the location constraints to each elements of the top level. The ve things that we need to constrain at this point are: •



Area constraints for each module. The module areas can be dened by using the Floorplanner, but they must follow some strict guidelines : (1) they must have a four-slice minimum width, (2) their width is always a multiple of four slices (e.g. 4, 8, 12, ...), 9



(3) they are always the full height of the device, (4) the boundary between two modules is placed on an even column (e.g. C19>C20), (5) the area groups dened in the .ucf le are dened as recongurable thank to specic properties. These properties have to be added manually to the .ucf le as follows : AREA_GROUP "myModuleArea" MODE=RECONFIG;



The oorplanning of all IOBs. Each IOBs has to be wholly contained within the columnar space of their associated recongurable module. No intermixing between columnar regions is allowed. • The oorplanning of all global logic. Logic that is not part of a lower level module must be constrained to specic sites in the device via LOC constraints. There must be no unconstrained top-level logic. • Constraining bus macros position. LOC constraints are manually inserted for each bus macro into the .ucf le because the current version of Floorplanner does not support the placement of bus macro elements. Locate the bus macro to exactly straddle the boundary between the modules forming the communication bridge. Each bus macro will occupy a 1-row by 8-column section of TBUF site space. Please report to the About bus macro LOC constraints section for any further explanation. • Check for pseudo logic. Pseudo logic is created when a net connects one module to another. If a net connects a module to some piece of top level logic, then no pseudo logic is created since the top level logic can be used. You have to know that pseudo logic is strictly forbidden in dynamic partial reconguration although it appears even in the xapp290 design. Therefore, you should never add LOC constraint for such logic. •



In order to do that, launch the Floorplanner : floorplanner top.ngd



6. Dene area constraints for each module according to the rules that we described previously. To do that, select the module in Design Hierarchy Menu. Select Floorplan > Assign Area Constraints. Using the mouse pointer dene the area. Then, place each IOBs within the columnar space of each module. The IOBs to place are from top's primatives. Drag each of the IOBs to an appropriate IOB denition. When nished, you should obtain a view such as that shown in Figure 7. To write the constraint le, File > Write Constraints. Then, close the Floorplanner and add manually LOC constraints for bus macro to the top.ucf le located in implementation/top_level_initial as follows : 10



Figure 7: A



straints.



Floorplanner view after applying major placement and area con-



INST "busRegToInc_bus2" LOC = "TBUF_R19C16.0" ;



7. As soon as you nish with the edition of top.ucf, you can launch ngdbuild one more time in order to annotate the new constraints to the design : ngdbuild -modular initial top.edn About bus macro LOC constraints



The bus macro contains an internal axis system. The origin is located in the leftmost element, a TBUF in our case, identied by the following LOC constraint : LOC = "TBUF_R1C1.0"



In fact, when we constraint the bus macro, we tell the mapper where it has to place the origin of the bus macro. Since its shape is strictly dened by the hard macro, we do not need to specify an area. On the other hand, it is very important to place the origin where on the same TBUF than in the macro. Indeed, there is two TBUFs per site, indicated by either 1 or 0. Since the macro uses the TBUF 0 as origin, we have to place the bus macro on a TBUF labeled 0. The width of the bus macro is 8 columns and it must exactly straddle the boundary between the modules. Therefore, you must place it 4 columns before the boundary (C16 in our example). On the other hand, there is no particular constraints for the rows : you can choose them arbitrarily.



3.4 Active module implementation In this section, we want you to describe an complete active module implementation, but only for one module (e.g. incrementer). You may proceed 11



exactly the same way as follows for the other modules. To begin the Active module implementation, the netlist for each module needs to be copied into a separate directory. Then, the top-level constraints le top.ucf that we generated in the Initial budgeting needs to be copied in each of the module directories. Thank to this local copy, each module will be able to add their own module specic constraints. 1. Copy incrementer.edn from synthesis/incrementer into implementation/incrementer. 2. Copy top.ucf from the Initial budgeting directory implementation/top_level_initial into implementation/incrementer and into each of the module directories. 3. Change to the module directory implementation/incrementer. 4. First we need to run ngdbuild to annotate constraints contained in the local top.ucf le to the design. In our case, this step is not really necessary because we have no local constraint, but for another design it would be useful. ngdbuild -modular module -active incrementer ..\top_level_initial\top.edn



5. In fact, each time you add a constraint, you need to run ngdbuild in order to annotate it to the design. Since you will add module-specic constraints to the local .ucf, you have to tell ngdbuild that you want it to use this le. This can be done by using the -uc option : ngdbuild -modular module -active incrementer -uc top.ucf ..\top_level_initial\top.edn



6. The following step is the mapping of logic of this module. We are going to use the .ngd previously generated. The map program produces an .mrp le (map report) that will bring you a lot of interesting information, especially about areas and resources, that can be helpful to ne-tune the area groups in the top-level oorplan. map top.ngd



7. We come now to the point with the place and route of the top-level design with only this module expanded. In doing this you should not worry if some signals stay unrouted, since only the module incrementer is expanded at this stage. The -w option is used to allow the tools to overwrite any previous top1.ncd les. par -w top.ncd top1.ncd
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8. The nal step, but certainly the most trivial, of the active module implementation is to publish the module les back to a centrally located Pim (Physically Implemented Module) directory that will be used in order to perform the nal assembly. The pimcreate utility is used for that purpose. pimcreate -ncd top1.ncd ..\Pim



9. Repeat this procedure as many times as required.



3.5 Assembling the modules Our working directory will be implementation/top_level_nal in this section. We are going to use the published module implemented les in the Pim directory as well as the top-level les. 1. After copying top.ngo and top.ucf les from implementation/top_level_initial to implementation/top_level_nal, a next step is to run ngdbuild, specifying each of the modules in the Pim directory. Of course, at this point all of the modules have to be published by using pimcreate. The -p option specify which type of FPGA we are going to use. ngdbuild -p xc2s200-6pq208 -modular assemble -pimpath ..\Pim -use_pim incrementer -use_pim myRegister top.ngo



2. Now we can map the logic of the full design. map top.ngd



3. The following step is the place and route of the logic of the completely expanded design. Again, the placement and routing of the resources used by each module will be completed using the les in the pim directory. You can review the top_routed.par le if it seems that there is errors in your design. par -w top.ncd top_routed.ncd



4. We come now to one of the most important steps. Load the design by using FPGA Editor to view the nal placed and routed result: fpga_editor top_routed.ncd



You should obtain a view such as that shown in Figure 8. Verify that signals are wholly contained within module boundary except those traversing the boundary via the bus macro. Moreover, verify that each bus macro is well-shaped and aligned (tip : open top.ncd that contains only bus macro in order to have a more clear view). 13



3.6 Creating bitstreams and conguring the FPGA First of all, you have to create the bitstream for the initial FPGA conguration. This step can be done in a traditional way: bitgen -w top_routed.ncd top_routed.bit



Now, you have also to create the partial reconguration bitstreams, for which the -g ActiveReconfig:Yes switch is required, meaning that the device remains in full operation while the new partial bitstream is being uploaded. Moreover, the -g Persist:Yes switch is required when utilizing SelectMAP mode, that is not the case in this tutorial. Any other BitGen option is allowed in partial reconguration mode, except encryption. A device that has been congured with an encrypted bitstream cannot be partially recongured. Similarly, a device cannot be partially recongured with an encrypted bitstream. Thus, you can run the BitGen program within each module directory: bitgen -g ActiveReconfig:Yes -d top1.ncd top_partial.bit



When downloading this le, the full bitstream conguration must already be programmed into the device. Partial reconguration supports either the parallel slave SelectMAP or serial JTAG programming options. The Xilinx conguration application, iMPACT, can be used in conjunction with any Xilinx download cable to interface to target device for conguration. Pay a particular attention to the congurations sequencing since the Xilinx tools will not warn you against a partial reconguration attempt performed on non programmed device.
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Some Frequently Asked Questions 1. What about the Dierence-Based DPR ? I felt no need to talk about this particular ow of DPR in this tutorial since it involves none of the diculties encountered during the Module-Based ow. All that is required is a good understanding of how to make logic changes using the FPGA editor application, and the pertinent options to select in BitGen. Any further information can be found by reading [3]. 2. Is it possible to use recongurable modules with generic entity ? I tried it, but it seems that it is impossible. On the other hand, you can still use generic components in your recongurable modules, but the modules themselves have to be completely dened during the rst ngdbuild. Otherwise they are not recognized. 3. What about module-specic constraints ? All specic constraints must be added to the local .ucf that each module directory should 14



Figure 8: The FPGA editor view in the end of the tutorial. Pay attention to the fact that all signals are wholly contained within module area. Only bus macros traverse the boundary.



contain. The instances name should be completely dened even though the constraint le is local (e.g. modulename/instancename). 4. PAR fails with this message :



This application has requested



the Runtime to terminate it in an unusual way. Please con-



tact the application's support team for more information, but there is apparently no error in my design. This is a bug of the



Xilinx software that appeared in the version 6.3 SP3. I found two ways of solving this problem : (1) uninstall SP3 or (2) use FPGA editor instead of PAR in order to perform the place and route. Nevertheless, you may encounter another problems since it seems impossible to make FPGA editor respect the area constraints. I have no idea whether Xilinx has planned a x or not.



5. Does it exist other bus macros, maybe larger, than those provided by Xilinx ? Yes, it exists something even better than that : a script able to create any sort of bus macro. You will learn more about it by visiting the webiste of its creator, Jens Thorvinger : http://jens.thorvinger.se. You should read his master thesis [1] dealing with DPR, too. 6. The rst ngdbuild fails with errors. The bus macro le



.nmc



cannot be merged into the design because one or more pins on the block were not found in the le. This problem is due to the bus



delimiters that can be of dierent type. For example, Xilinx uses 


as LeonardoSpectrum. If you use XST, this application includes an option that allows the user to choose the type of bus delimiter. If you do not, you have to modify the bus macros as we did. To do that, two solutions exist : (1) you can use a text editor to replace all instances of the bus delimiter or (2) you can turn the .nmc le into an ASCII representation by using xdl : xdl -ncd2xdl bm_4b_s2.nmc



You should now have a .xdl le that is easily readable and, therefore, editable. When you have modied all the bus delimiters, you can apply the reverse process in order to obtain a working .nmc le. xdl -xdl2ncd bm_4b_s2.xdl



Of course, this command will bring you a .ncd le, but do not care about it and simply rename it. Note that both solutions seem to work in practice even though the rst one is considered as risky. 7. Where can I share experiences about DPR with other engineers ? A very useful resource is the Partial Reconguration on Xilinx Devices list. You will learn more about it by visiting http://www.itee.uq.edu.au/∼listarch/partial-recong/. The newsgroup comp.arch.fpga is very active and can be useful, even though it is not focused on partial reconguration. Finally, do not hesitate to contact me.



References [1] Jens Thorvinger. Dynamic Partial Reconguration of an FPGA for Computational Hardware Support. Master's thesis, Lund Institute of Technology, 2004. [2] Xilinx. ISE 6.3i Documentation. Xilinx. [3] Xilinx. Two ows for partial reconguration: Module based or dierence based. Application Note 290, Xilinx, 2004.
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